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Abstract

N-BAR proteins such as endophilin are thought to bend lipid membranes via scaffolding (the 

molding of membranes through the crescent protein shape) and membrane insertion (also called 

wedging) of amphipathic helices. However, the contributions from these distinct mechanisms to 

membrane curvature generation and sensing have remained controversial. Here we quantitatively 

demonstrate that the amphipathic N-terminal H0 helix of endophilin is important for recruiting this 

protein to the membrane, but does not contribute significantly to its intrinsic membrane curvature 

generation capacity. These observations elevate the importance of the scaffolding mechanism, 

rather than H0 insertion, for the membrane curvature generation by N-BAR domains. Furthermore, 

consistent with the thermodynamically required coupling between curvature generation and 

sensing, we observed that the H0-truncated N-BAR domain is capable of sensing membrane 

curvature. Overall, our contribution clarifies an important mechanistic controversy in the function 

of N-BAR domain proteins.
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Introduction

The shape diversity of cell membranes is regulated in part by the large family of BAR (Bin/

Amphiphysin/Rvs) domain containing proteins1. Endophilin belongs to the class of N-BAR 

proteins. Members of this type contain an N-terminal helix (also named H0) that 

amphipathically inserts into the membrane as well as a BAR domain that can homo-dimerize 

to form a crescent-shaped structure. This BAR domain dimer is thought to act as a scaffold 

to enable membrane curvature remodeling2. In this contribution, we use the term 

“scaffolding” to describe the molding of the membrane through the crescent shape of the 

protein in general and the concave membrane-binding interface in particular. The role of H0 

helix insertion versus the BAR dimer scaffolding mechanism in membrane curvature 

generation and sensing has remained controversial.

Several reports have argued that both H0 amphipathic insertion and BAR dimer scaffolding 

can drive membrane bending2–7 and that H0 insertion promotes membrane scission6,7, 

although the latter has recently been questioned8. Steric repulsion arising from protein-

protein crowding has also been considered as a driving force for membrane curvature 

generation9. This mechanism is general and would be effective for any peripheral membrane 

protein if present at sufficiently high density. However, we have shown that N-BAR domains 

such as endophilin induce membrane curvature changes at low protein coverage where the 

crowding effect is negligible10.

Based on continuum mechanical models11, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations12, and 

experimental evidence13, H0 amphipathic insertion has been described as solely sufficient to 

generate membrane curvature if H0 helices are present at a high enough membrane surface 
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density. On the other hand, MD simulation studies from Cui et al.14 and Blood et al.15 

suggest that amphipathic helix folding through membrane interaction of N-BAR domains 

either requires the membrane to be already bent, or requires the amphipathic helices to be 

more concentrated than physiological conditions to induce curvature. Furthermore, results 

from Blood et al.15 imply that the close association of the charged concave surface of the N-

BAR domain is required for its membrane curvature induction and that membrane curvature 

is not driven by the membrane-embedded amphipathic helices. However, amphipathic 

helices were shown to be essential to maintain close association of the concave surface of 

the N-BAR domain with the membrane15,16. Consistent with this notion, MD simulations 

from Arkhipov et al.17, later refined by Lyman et al.18, also suggested that BAR dimer 

scaffolding, rather than helix insertion, is the key player in membrane bending by N-BAR 

domains. That said, MD simulations typically investigate local membrane curvature 

generation in the neighborhood of either a single, or a small number, of BAR proteins 

whereas experimental studies such as those presented here assess global curvature 

generation in terms of budding and tubulation events. This fact, and the coarse graining 

underlying most MD simulations of curvature sensitive proteins, challenges the comparison 

between experimental and simulated phenomena. However, experimental reports exist that 

are consistent with the notion that the H0 helix is not essential for membrane curvature 

generation through N-BAR domains19, and that the H0 peptide alone cannot alter liposome 

morphology20.

In membrane curvature sensing, Bhatia et al. reported that amphipathic motifs are essential 

for the membrane curvature sensing of BAR domains21,22, based on sensing local, 

curvature-dependent membrane bilayer defects23,24. On the other hand, the asset of the 

dimeric BAR domain structure in favoring the geometry of curved membrane was also 

discussed by Doucet et al.25, emphasizing a possible role of the BAR domain scaffold in 

membrane curvature sensing.

Clearly, the role of the H0 helix in both curvature generation and sensing requires 

clarification. In this contribution, we designed mutants and used in vitro biophysical tools to 

specifically study the contributions of amphipathic helix insertion to endophilin N-BAR 

domain membrane binding, curvature generation capacities, and membrane curvature 

sensing. We revealed that the amphipathic helix dominates the membrane binding of 

endophilin N-BAR, which influences the overall tubulation capacity of endophilin N-BAR. 

However, our results also show that amphipathic insertion does not contribute to the 

molecular curvature generation ability of endophilin N-BAR. Finally, we revealed that the 

endophilin BAR domain (without H0 helix) is capable of sensing membrane curvature, 

while the H0 helix contributes to the nonlinear curvature sorting of endophilin N-BAR.

Results and Discussion

To distinguish the role of H0 hydrophobic insertion and BAR dimer scaffolding, we 

designed endophilin N-BAR variants with varied H0 properties (hydrophobicity, length) to 

specifically study the contribution from H0 insertion.
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As shown in Figure 1A, the endophilin N-BAR domain was modified either by single-site 

mutagenesis or truncation. Residue F10 is the most hydrophobic residue (Fig. 1B–C) within 

the H0 wild-type (WT) domain and was reported to insert into the membrane2. We thus 

mutated this residue to either one with greater hydrophobicity (F10W) to enhance H0 

membrane insertion or with a small residue (F10A) to reduce H0 insertion. In addition to 

single site mutagenesis, we progressively truncated the H0 helix to investigate the effect of 

H0 length. Circular dichroism proved that the mutations did not affect the helicity of the 

protein (Fig. 1D) for any of the variants.

To delineate the role of the H0 helix in endophilin function, we first compared the 

membrane binding capacity of the endophilin variants. Our results show that the F10W 

mutant binds to the membrane stronger than the WT protein under the same bulk 

concentration, while the F10A mutant binds significantly weaker (Fig. 2A). This observation 

is expected due to the different side chain hydrophobicities. The binding capacity of the 

truncation variants under the same bulk concentration decreased with decreasing length of 

the H0 helix (Fig. 2A, equilibrium density: WT > D1-6 > D1-10 > D1-14 > D1-18 > D1-24). 

These observations indicate that the H0 helix plays a key role in the binding of endophilin 

N-BAR to the membrane29.

The linear relationship (Fig. 2B) between logarithmic densities and helix length is consistent 

with a roughly linear dependence of the free energy of binding on helix length. However, the 

membrane binding density of the H0 total deletion variant (D1-24) showed no significant 

difference from that of the D1-18 variant, which likely implies that residues 19–24 do not 

significantly contribute to membrane binding. The absence of a discernible contribution to 

membrane binding from residues 19–24 suggests that this region does not significantly 

interact with the membrane, consistent with the predicted absence of helical structure in this 

region (Fig. 1B). Furthermore, the basal degree of membrane binding of the D1-24 truncate 

implies that H0 interaction with the membrane is the dominant, but not the only contributor, 

to endophilin N-BAR’s membrane binding. Other mechanisms such as 1) H1 insert helix 

(H1i, residues: 59–87) membrane binding and 2) electrostatic interactions between the 

positively charged concave dimer surface and the negatively charged membrane, could 

contribute to attract the protein to the membrane. Indeed, the S75D (within H1i) mutant 

showed reduced membrane binding (Fig. 2A), as expected30.

We next compared the intrinsic membrane curvature generation capacities of the variants to 

WT protein. A giant unilamellar vesicle (GUV) shape stability assay31,32 served to quantify 

the protein density required to induce membrane curvature changes on membrane tension-

controlled GUVs. In this assay, a single vesicle was aspirated from a GUV dispersion, set 

under a specific membrane tension (Fig. 3A, see Materials and Methods for calculation of 

tension, σ), and then transferred to a protein solution, followed by confocal imaging to 

monitor the protein density on the GUV as well as GUV geometry changes (Fig. 3B). Fig. 

3B shows that when N-BAR domain binding reached a threshold density level, the 

projection length inside the glass pipette began to decrease and tubules formed towards the 

GUV exterior (Fig. 3B, red arrow, note that individual tubules are not resolved but result in 

fluorescent blur near the vesicle31,32). The point where the apparent area, 

, of the GUV starts to decrease (red arrow indicates the 
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transition point in Fig. 3C) corresponds to a membrane-curvature-instability-transition 

protein density (Fig. 3C), which combined with the selected membrane tension is an 

indicator of the intrinsic membrane curvature generation capacity of the protein (see 

Materials and Methods for details)32. Note that transition densities of the three shortest 

variants could not be determined because their low membrane binding capacity required 

bulk solution concentrations high enough to cause background fluorescence intensities that 

interfered with the measurement of fluorescence levels at the membrane.

In sharp contrast to the significant contribution of the H0 helix to membrane binding, the 

endophilin variants with either enhanced or inhibited membrane binding capacity showed no 

significant difference in the transition density at the same membrane tension (Fig. 3D), 

suggesting that all variants use the same mechanism to initiate bending of membranes.

We observed through classical negative stain transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

imaging of membrane tubulation that variants with inhibited membrane binding are less 

efficient in liposome tubulation. This assay provides the most commonly used readout for 

membrane curvature generation (Fig. 4). This apparent discrepancy with the findings shown 

in Fig. 3 is easily explained by distinguishing between the intrinsic molecular capacity of a 

membrane bound protein to generate curvature (assessed in Fig. 3D), and the efficiency with 

which a bulk solution can tubulate vesicles (assessed via classical TEM based tubulation 

assays). Only the latter is affected by the membrane binding capacity of the protein of 

interest. This conclusion is confirmed by the observation that the logarithmic tubulation 

efficiency (Fig. 4C) follows an essentially linear relationship (slope in Fig. 4C is close to 1) 

with the logarithm of equilibrium density on the membrane (Fig. 2), implying that the 

overall tubulation efficiency of an endophilin N-BAR solution is linearly correlated with the 

membrane binding capacity of the protein.

Taken together, our findings so far are consistent with the notion that the amphipathic 

insertion of the H0 helix is not responsible for membrane bending through N-BAR domains. 

To exclude the possibility that H1i, rather than H0, engages in amphipathic wedging through 

endophilin33, we examined the H1i mutant S75D. This mutation has previously been shown 

to reduce the membrane insertion of the H1i helix30. As shown in Fig. 3D, this effect does 

not affect endophilin’s curvature generation capacity.

Our present and previous32 findings of endophilin function are all consistent with a recent 

characterization of endophilin membrane association, H0 insertion, and membrane 

deformation34. However, our current analysis implies that the process of endophilin H0 

membrane insertion, which was observed to coincide with membrane deformation34, is a 

consequence, rather than a cause, of membrane deformation through endophilin. This 

implication is supported by a previous simulation report showing that H0 folding and 

insertion is much less energetically favorable in flat membranes, but that it is facilitated in 

curved membranes with packing defects14.

To understand the role of the H0 helix in sensing membrane curvature, we compared the 

membrane curvature sorting of endophilin WT and its H0 deletion mutant with a GUV-

pulled tether system (see Materials and Methods for details regarding this method)35.
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In contrast to the known non-linear sorting of endophilin WT N-BAR domains35, we 

observed (Fig. 5) that the H0 deletion variant followed linear sorting with membrane 

curvature (higher membrane tension corresponds to higher membrane curvature on the 

pulled tether), indicating that the BAR domain without H0 insertion is capable of sensing 

membrane curvature. This observations is consistent with previous reports showing that F-

BAR36 and I-BAR37 domains lacking in terminal amphipathic helices also sort on 

membrane tubules.

In the range of relatively low membrane curvature (1/Rt < 0.03 nm−1), the curvature sorting 

of the H0 deletion variant is comparable to WT protein (Fig. 5B). However, when membrane 

curvature further increases (1/Rt > 0.03 nm−1), the curvature sorting of the H0 deletion 

variant was observed to be significantly weaker than WT protein (Fig. 5). This observation 

can be rationalized by the fact that 1) higher membrane curvature creates more membrane 

bilayer defects and 2) amphipathic motifs (such as H0 helix in endophilin) sense such 

curvature-dependent membrane bilayer defects21–24.

Taken together, these results imply that curvature sorting of the N-BAR domain is driven by 

both the H0 helix (which may contribute to non-linear sorting of endophilin35), and by the 

BAR domain.

The role of H0 densities on the membrane

Our observation that amphipathic H0 helix insertion/wedging does not contribute to 

curvature generation is not consistent with earlier suggestions that the H0 helix of the N-

BAR domain might be solely responsible for generating membrane curvature. This 

discrepancy can be re-solved by considering the fractional coverage of H0 helices on 

membranes. MD simulations from Blood et al. indicated that the H0 helix of the N-BAR 

domain cannot bend the membrane at an H0 density of 150 lipids/embedded helix 

(corresponding to ~ 5.7% protein coverage assuming helix cross sectional area = 6 nm2 and 

area per lipid = 0.7 nm2). Furthermore, they showed that membranes can only be bent 

through H0 helices at 30 lipids/embedded helix, an unrealistically high density which would 

be equivalent to ~ 28.5% helix coverage on the membrane15. Consistent with these results, 

MD simulations from Arkhipov et al. also showed that at 12.5 –18.8% coverage fraction, the 

amphiphysin H0 cannot induce membrane curvature. These authors further noted that the 

high H0 density of ~ 30% would compromise the ability of N-BAR domains to bend the 

membrane because the scaffolding effect of the BAR dimers would be inhibited38. The 

membrane-curvature-instability-transition protein densities shown in Figure 3D are around ~ 

2000/μm2, corresponding to < 2% H0 coverage, i.e. a range where MD simulations have 

predicted absence of curvature generation through H0 alone.

Furthermore, the endophilin density of ~ 2000/μm2 corresponds to an overall protein 

coverage of ~ 6.7%, which is smaller than the coverage fractions cited by Stachowiak et al., 

where 20 – 30% coverage was shown to be required to bend membranes through crowding 

at negligible tension (i.e. no pipette aspiration)9. Our previous membrane tension-controlled 

studies also demonstrated that at this relatively low protein coverage (~ 6.7%), the crowding 

effect is negligible for the membrane curvature generation of endophilin10.
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The role of membrane binding capacity

The previous reports arguing that H0 amphipathic insertion drives membrane curvature 

could be due to the missing distinction between the role of the H0 helix in associating N-

BAR proteins to the membrane versus its capacity to generate membrane curvature. Previous 

contributions hypothesized that H0 insertion is essential for membrane curvature generation 

based on the observation that N-BAR variants with compromised H0 insertion showed lower 

liposome tubulation efficiencies2,7. Our findings explain this observation through the 

reduced membrane binding capacity of H0 truncated mutants. Consistent with this notion, 

Peter et al.’s liposome tubulation assay to assess the tubulating activity of wild-type N-BAR 

potentially explains the discrepancy between the controversial observations: buds on 

liposomes, tubules, and small vesicles were increasingly observed with higher protein 

concentrations19. This notion is further supported by Blood et al.’s MD simulation studies, 

where H0 insertion played a key role to ensure close association of the charged concave 

surface of N-BAR domain to membrane and thus drive membrane curvature. Without 

amphipathic helix insertion, N-BAR domain’s membrane binding was compromised and 

failed to drive membrane curvature15,16. Taken together, this implies that only studies that 

determine the density of proteins on the membrane can assess the intrinsic, molecular 

curvature generation capacity of a membrane binding protein.

The role of lattice formation

The H0 helix was reported to mediate the formation of stable endophilin N-BAR lattices on 

the membrane39,40, which was hypothesized to be important for its membrane curvature 

generation39. However, we observed that the D1-10 mutant, which was reported to show a 

higher degree of lattice disorder compared with the WT protein39, showed uncompromised 

membrane curvature induction capacity (Fig. 3D). This observation is consistent with a 

report for the N-BAR protein BIN1 showing that a low long-range order N-BAR coat was 

capable of inducing flexible membrane tubules41. Taken together, these observations are 

consistent with the notion that formation of highly ordered stable lattices is not essential for 

the curvature generation of N-BAR proteins.

The implication of curvature sorting in Clathrin-mediated endocytosis

The diameter of a clathrin-coated vesicle ranges from 70 nm to 150 nm42, which 

corresponds to the region 1/Rt < 0.03 nm−1 in Fig. 5B. In this region, we find that both 

endophilin WT and D1-32 show vanishingly small sensitivity to membrane curvature 

changes. On the other hand, the neck area (diameter: 25 nm – 30 nm43) of the clathrin-

coated pit is more highly curved and corresponds to the region 1/Rt > 0.06 nm−1, where the 

WT shows strong membrane curvature sorting while the H0 deletion mutant’s membrane 

curvature sorting is much weaker compared to the WT. This observation firstly explains why 

endophilin is recruited to the neck area of the clathrin-coated pit. Secondly, although the H0 

deletion variant is still capable of sensing membrane curvature, its capacity is relatively 

weak and potentially compromises the specific recruitment of endophilin to the neck area, 

implying that the H0 helix is essential for endophilin’s physiological function in clathrin-

mediated endocytosis.
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Conclusion

In summary, we have quantitatively studied the membrane binding, curvature generation, 

and curvature sorting of endophilin N-BAR and its variants with modified H0 amphipathic 

insertion abilities. We revealed that, for N-BAR domains, the H0 helix plays a key role in 

membrane binding, but does not influence the protein density required to initiate a 

membrane curvature transition. Our observations demonstrate that the H0 amphipathic 

insertion/wedging mechanism of the N-BAR domain of endophilin does not directly induce 

membrane curvature; instead, other mechanisms, such as BAR dimer scaffolding, appear to 

be more important for membrane curvature generation. Furthermore, we revealed that the 

H0 truncated variant was capable of sensing membrane curvature, indicating that sensing as 

well does not exclusively depend on H0. Overall, this contribution shed light on the 

controversial state of the biophysical mechanism of endophilin function.

Materials and Methods

Protein preparation

A plasmid encoding GST-tagged endophilin N-BAR domain with mutations C108S and 

E241C for minimally perturbing fluorescence labeling, noted as WT in this manuscript, was 

generated as described in reference44. This plasmid was further used to generate mutants: 1) 

single site mutagenesis: F10W, F10A and S75D; 2) truncation mutagenesis: deletion of N-

terminal residues 1-X (D1-6, D1-10, D1-14, D1-18, D1-24 and D1-32). The fusion proteins 

were expressed in BL21(DE3) RIL CodonPlus bacteria (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA). After cell 

lysis, the supernatant was first applied to a GSTrap FF affinity column (GE Healthcare, 

Marlborough, MA), and the eluted fusion proteins were cleaved with PreScission Protease44. 

After cleavage, the target protein contains a 5 residue tail (GlyProLeuGlySer) at the N-

terminus corresponding to BamH I restriction site and protease cutting site, which is 

predicted to not form secondary structure27. The digestion product was then subjected to a 

HiTrap Q HP column (GE Healthcare, Marlborough, MA) and a HiLoad Superdex 200 PG 

column (GE Healthcare, Marlborough, MA)44. All proteins were labeled with Alexa Fluor® 

488 C5 Maleimide (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Philadelphia, PA) at residue C241 and excess 

dye was removed by HiTrap Desalting columns (GE Healthcare, Marlborough, MA). 

Proteins were stored in buffer containing 20 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, and 1 mM TCEP 

at pH = 7.4. HEPES (4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid) was obtained 

from SIGMA-ALDRICH® (Allentown, PA), NaCl (sodium chloride) was obtained from 

Thermo Fisher Scientific (Philadelphia, PA), and TCEP-HCl (tris (2-carboxyethyl) 

phosphine hydrochloride) was obtained from Pierce/Thermo Fisher Scientific (Rockford, 

IL). Note that the protein concentrations indicated in this manuscript refer to monomer 

concentrations, while the protein densities on the membrane refer to homodimer densities.

Liposome preparation

Lipids DOPC (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine), DOPS (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-

glycero-3-phospho-L-serine), DOPE (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine), and 

DSPE-Bio-PEG2000 (distearoylphosphatidylethanolamine – N - (biotinyl (polyethylene 

glycol) 2000)) were obtained from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL). Texas Red® DHPE 
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(Texas Red® 1,2-Dihexadecanoyl-sn-Glycero-3-Phosphoethanolamine, Triethylammonium 

Salt) was obtained from Invitrogen/Life Technologies (Grand Island, NY).

For preparation of large unilamellar vesicles (LUVs)45, a lipid mixture containing 45% 

DOPS, 30% DOPE and 25% DOPC was first dried with compressed air and then desiccated 

at least 2 hours before rehydration. The protein storage buffer was used to rehydrate lipids at 

a concentration of 1 mg/ml. Rehydrated lipids were vortexed occasionally at room 

temperature for 1 hour. Next, the dispersions were extruded 13 times through a single 

polycarbonate membrane of 400 nm pore size (Whatman/GE Healthcare). The resulting 

LUVs were stored at 4°C and used within two days.

Giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) containing 1) 45%DOPS, 30%DOPE, 24.5%DOPC and 

0.5% TexasRed DHPE and 2) 64%DOPC, 25%DOPG, 10% PI(4,5)P2, 0.3% TexasRed 

DHPE and 0.7% DSPE-Bio-PEG2000 were electroformed in 300 mM sucrose as described 

in refs31,32,45,46.

Liposome tubulation assay

0.1 mg/ml LUVs were co-incubated with 10 μM protein solution for 30 min and then put on 

TEM grids (Formvar/Carbon 200 mesh, Copper grids, Electron Microscopy Sciences, 

Hatfield, PA) for 2 min. Before negative staining with 2% (w/v) uranyl acetate, the grids 

were first rinsed in buffer and blotted with filter paper to remove excess materials. After 

staining, the grids were dried gently and then imaged with a JEM 1011 transmission electron 

microscope (JEOL).

GUV shape stability assay

The GUV shape stability assay was carried out as described in ref31,32. As illustrated in 

Figure 2A, a GUV with controlled membrane tension46,

was aspirated and transferred from a GUV dispersion to a protein solution. During the 

transfer, the glass pipette used for GUV aspiration was casein-coated to reduce attachment 

of protein/lipid membrane to the glass pipette47, and the GUV was protected from 

dehydration with an outer capillary44. The transfer is followed by confocal imaging 

(Objective: 60× W 1.1 NA, Olympus, Center Valley, PA) to monitor the protein binding and 

GUV shape changes. The apparent area of the GUV was defined to be:

which was used as an indicator of the GUV membrane curvature changes since tubulation or 

vesiculation from the GUV causes a change in the apparent area of the GUV. When protein 

density reached a GUV-shape-instability transition point, the apparent area started to 

decrease. This transition density, combined with the chosen membrane tension, is an 
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indicator of the intrinsic membrane curvature generation ability of the protein31,32. The 

GUV-shape instability transition threshold was rigorously defined as described in ref31. 

Briefly, the standard deviation (SD) and the average value of the apparent area of pre-

transition points were calculated and the threshold was determined by subtracting 2X SD 

from the average value, where the corresponding transition protein density was extracted.

In this assay, the GUV dispersion and protein solutions were prepared by diluting from 

concentrated stocks with buffer containing 400 mM sucrose, 400 mM glucose, and protein 

buffer with a ratio of 1:1:1. All measurements were done at room temperature.

The fluorescence intensity obtained from imaging was converted to protein density on the 

membrane using a calibration with standard BODIPY labeled lipids, where the brightness 

difference between BODIPY and Alexa 488 dyes was taken into account31,32,48.

Curvature sorting assay

As described in refs35,49, a GUV-pulled tether system was used to test the membrane 

curvature sorting of proteins. Briefly, GUV dispersions were co-incubated with proteins to 

reach binding equilibrium, then streptavidin-coated polystyrene beads were added to the 

mixture, and the whole solution was placed in a glass chamber and mounted onto a confocal 

microscope. Two micropipettes were inserted into the chamber: one to aspirate a GUV, and 

the other one to aspirate a streptavidin-coated bead, attached to the membrane via biotin-

streptavidin coupling, to pull a cylindrical tether from the GUV with ~ 20 μm in length. The 

membrane tension on the pulled-tether-GUV system was controlled by adjusting the height 

of a water reservoir, and aspiration pressures were detected with a differential pressure 

transducer (Validyne Engineering, Los Angeles, CA). The radius of the pulled-tube was 

calculated from membrane tension based on the model used in Ref.48. The fluorescence 

intensities of labeled protein (Alexa 488) and lipid (Texas Red DHPE) on the tether were 

recorded through xz scans of the cross-section of the tether (with a stepwidth of 0.07 μm and 

a total imaging depth of 6 μm) under varied membrane tension, and the ratio (Ir=Igreen/Ired) 

was normalized by the ratio on the vesicle (Ir
0 =Ives-green/Ives-red). The aspiration pressure 

was changed to obtain Ir/Ir
0 as a function of tube radius on a pulled-tether. For each pulling 

step, the images were taken at least 90 s after pressure change at constant tether length to 

make sure the lateral tension reached equilibrium. Buffers used for these measurements were 

the same as those used in the GUV shape stability assay.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Membrane binding of endophilin N-BAR variants depends on molecular details of its 
amphipathic helices
A. Domain structure of endophilin N-BAR (WT) and H0 variants (single site mutagenesis: 

F10A, F10W; H0 truncation mutagenesis: D1-X indicates deletion of H0 residues from #1-

#X), as well as H1i variant S75D. B. Residue hydrophobicity (from water to membrane 

surface)26 of the H0 sequence and the predicted helix (red bar) by JPred 427 and GOR V28. 

Green and purple edged bars at #10 represent residues A and W respectively. C. Helical 

wheel projection of the H0 helix, where green-labeled residues indicate a hydrophobic 

surface. D. Circular dichroism spectra of endophilin N-BAR and its variants. All variants 

show helicity equivalent to the WT protein. Samples were tested in protein buffer (see 

materials and methods).
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Figure 2. Amphipathic helices dominate the membrane binding of endophilin N-BAR
A. The equilibrium protein binding density (for 1 μM bulk concentrations) on GUVs: 24.5% 

DOPC/30% DOPE/45% DOPS/0.5% TexasRed -DHPE. At least five GUVs were measured 

and error bars are standard error of the mean. B. Logarithmic plot of equilibrium density vs. 

length of H0. Filled diamonds are data points of WT and truncation variants; open triangle, 

open square, and open circle refer to F10W, F10A, and S75D, respectively. Line is a guide to 

the eye.
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Figure 3. Intrinsic curvature generation capacity of endophilin N-BAR does not depend on 
amphipathic helices, as assessed by membrane shape stability assay
A. The geometry of glass-pipette aspirated GUV and the process of transferring a GUV from 

a GUV dispersion to protein solution. Rv : GUV radius; RP: micropipette radius; LP: 

projection length; ΔP: pressure difference). B. Time-lapsed confocal image of a transferred 

GUV in an N-BAR domain solution. Arrows indicate tubules formed towards the outside of 

the GUV. The image area contained in the dashed red box is also shown enlarged to zoom in 

on the formed tubules. Scale bar = 10 μm. C. Plot of protein density on GUV and the 

apparent area of the GUV (see Materials and Methods for the calculation). Red dashed line 

indicates that the apparent area was stable before the transition point (red arrow) when the 

area started to decrease. D. Comparison of transition densities of the variants at similar 

membrane tension of 0.040 ± 0.005 mN/m. At least five GUVs were counted for each 

protein and error bars are standard errors of the mean. GUV lipid composition: 24.5% 

DOPC/30% DOPE/45% DOPS/0.5% TexasRed -DHPE.
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Figure 4. Overall tubulation capacity depends on membrane binding
For all variants, 0.1mg/ml LUVs were incubated with 10 μM proteins for 30 min in protein 

buffer. A. Representative TEM images of each variant. Scale bar = 400 nm. B. Quantitative 

tubulation percentage of LUVs. Tubule% = # of tubules/(# of tubules + # of LUVs). C. 

Logarithmic plot of tubulation efficiency vs. logarithmic plot of equilibrium density. Filled 

diamonds are data points of WT and truncation variants; open triangle and open square refer 

to F10W and F10A, respectively. The error bars are standard errors of the mean.
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Figure 5. Both WT endophilin N-BAR and D1-32 mutant are sorted by membrane curvature
A. Confocal images of pulled tether-GUV system in the presence of WT endophilin N-BAR 

and D1-32 mutant. B. Relative fluorescence intensities (protein versus lipid) are compared 

on highly curved tether (Ir) and vesicle (Ir
0), tether radius (Rt) decreases with rising 

membrane tension. Experiments were done at the same protein membrane densities, while 

the bulk protein concentration for WT is 40 nM and for D1-32 is 154 nM. Grey and black 

error bars are standard deviation and standard error of the mean, respectively. GUVs: 64% 

DOPC, 25% DOPG, 10% PI(4,5)P2, 0.3% TexasRed DHPE and 0.7% DSPE-Bio-PEG2000. 

Membrane bending stiffness used for tether radius calculation is 23 KBT32.
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